"DESIGN DISTRICT" FURNITURE AND INTERIOR DESIGN FAIR
Rovinj, premises of the former Rovinj tobacco factory (Tvornica duhana Rovinj), 17 – 20
October 2019.

REGISTRATION FORM AND CONTRACT
for participation in the Design District

Design District

1. Information on the exhibitor
Name: ______________________________________________________________________________________
Address:
_____________________________________________________________________________________
PIN: _______________________________________ Web address:___________________________________
E-mail: _____________________________________ Tel.: __________________________________________
Person in charge: ____________________________________________________________________________
Production programme:
_________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________

2. Contact person
Contact person’s name and surname:
___________________________________________________________________
E-mail: ______________________________________ Tel: _________________________________________

3. Exhibition space
a) We hereby order __________ m2 of interior undesigned exhibition space at the price of EUR 74.00
/ m2 (the minimum area of the space to be ordered is 16 m2).
b) We hereby order __________ m2 of interior designed exhibition space at the price of EUR 117.00 /
m2 (the minimum area of the space to be ordered is 16 m2).
***Standard design of the exhibition space consist of the following: dividing walls with a cube construction, carpeting (black
or anthracite) and an advertising sign with the company logo. The cube construction is not suitable for fixing elements on the
walls of the exhibition space. If additional reinforcement of the space is required, the Exhibitor should request the same in
writing with the exact position of the reinforcement drawn in. After that, the Organizer shall send an offer for the requested.

b) We hereby order __________ m2 of interior designed exhibition space (the minimum area of the
space to be ordered is 16 m2).
***Note: After submitting the design, the Exhibitor shall agree on the price and design of the exhibition space with the
Organizer.

d) We hereby order _____________ m2 of exterior undesigned exhibition space at the price of EUR
50.00 / m2.
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4. Obligatory supplement to the Registration Form

In addition to the ordered exhibition space, we also undertake to contract the following services:
Registration fee at the price of: EUR 50.00.
Entry into the fair catalogue, one catalogue page, at the price of: EUR 108.00.
Electricity lump sum at the price of EUR 2.00 / m2.
A flat rate cleaning fee of communal space at the price of EUR 2.00 / m2.
Protection against theft, flood or damage at the price of EUR 100.00.

5. Optional supplement to the Registration Form
Ordering other services and equipment:
Unit of
measure

Number NAME

Price in
EUR

1.

1/1 page A5 in the fair catalogue - colour (free for every visitor)

page

132.00

2.

1/2 page A5 in the fair catalogue - colour (free for every visitor)

page

80.00

3.

Three-phase power supply - 380V power up to 5 kw

piece

114.00

4.

Three-phase power supply - 380V power 5 - 10 kw

piece

227.00

5.

Switchboard (without power, required for 380V electrical power with power over
5kw)

piece

100.00

6.

External power connection up to 5kw

piece

110.00

7.

Table

piece

45.00

8.

Chair

piece

26.00

9.

Bar table

piece

110.00

10.

Bar stool

piece

26.00

11.

Reflector 150W

piece

20.00

12.

Reflector metal halogen 150W

piece

34.00

Quantity

*Note: If you need additional equipment, please enter the desired quantity of the same.

All prices listed in the Registration Form are expressed without VAT. 25% VAT is charged on the
services upon the delivery of the Payment order and Invoice.
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Fair Rules / Exhibition Contract
General provisions
The right to participate in the fair shall be acquired by any natural person or legal entity who completes, certifies
and submits on time the Registration Form which is an integral part of the Exhibition Contract at the Design District
Fair (hereinafter: the Fair). This gives the physical person or the legal entity the status of an Exhibitor.
The Organizer of the Design District furniture and interior design fair is the Croatian Interiors Association
(hereinafter: the Organizer), based in Velika Gorica, Pleška ulica 45.

Registration
A certified and signed Registration Form and Exhibition Contract (five pages total) by the Exhibitor, submitted to the
Fair Organizer shall be considered as a concluded written contract. The deadline for submitting the certified
Registration Form is 15 September 2019.
Upon receipt of the Registration Form, the Organizer shall issue a Payment Order and a calculation of the costs for
the ordered services according to the entries from the Registration Form. The prices listed in the Registration Form
are expressed without VAT.
The Exhibitor shall ensure the requested exhibition space at the Fair only through timely payment according to the
Payment Order.
If the Exhibitor fails to make the payment according to the Payment Order by the due date and no later than 40
days before the Fair begins, the Organizer has the right to cancel the confirmed Registration Form.
The Organizer shall submit to the Exhibitor an advance payment invoice(s) for the payments made according to the
Payment order, and at the end of the Fair, their cancellation and the final calculation for the services and
equipment according to the Registration Form, as well as all the services ordered and executed afterwards.

Exhibition space
The Organizer shall divide the exhibition space and if the fair premises requires it, the Organizer is entitled to
allocate up to 10% smaller or larger area than requested in the Registration Form.
In case any unforeseen circumstances occur, the Organizer has the right to revoke the confirmed space and assign
a replacement exhibition space, and the Exhibitor has no right to cancel participation or demand changes, nor is he
entitled to claim damages because of the aforementioned.
The Organizer shall hand over the stand and the ordered equipment to the Exhibitor at least 24 hours before the
opening of the Fair, and the possible claims will be received solely in writing up to 20 hours prior to the start of the
Fair.
The Exhibitor is obliged to ensure through his exhibition space the passage of installations which are necessary for
the technical or other design of the Fair space and/or the exhibition space of another Exhibitor.
If the Exhibitor has a co-exhibitor in the exhibition space, they must notify the Organizer thereof at least 60 days
before the start of the Fair.
The Exhibitor is obliged to complete all the works on setting their stands 12 hours prior to the start of the Fair. The
Exhibitor is obliged to dispose of the waste and garbage resulting from setting up their stand at the locations
planned for this purpose, and to leave clean corridors inside.
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Fair Catalogue
The Organizer shall create and distribute a Catalogue of the Exhibitors whose Registration Forms are received by
the scheduled deadline (15 September 2019). At the Organizer's request, each Exhibitor is obliged to submit one
or two photographs of their products by e-mail. If the Exhibitor does not deliver the photographs, the Organizer will
enter only the information from the Registration Form into the Catalogue and will not be liable for any incidental
damages due to inappropriate content.

General and Final Provisions
The Exhibitor will not carry out exhibits from the Exhibition space or begin dissembling it prior to the official closing
of the Fair on Sunday, 20 September 2019 at 7 pm or sooner, if the Organizer issues a decision and notifies the
Exhibitor thereof.
The working time of the Fair for visitors from 17 to 20 September 2019 is from 9:30 am to 7:00 pm.
The Organizer reserves the right to cancel the Fair in case of unforeseeable circumstances or force majeure.
Should the cancellation be due to unforeseeable circumstances or force majeure, the Exhibitor is not entitled to a
refund of the amount paid. If the Fair for a reason out of the Organizer's control or, in case of force majeure, will not
be able to be held in Rovinj, the Organizer, after notifying the Exhibitors, reserves the right to move the Fair to
another city, or to organize the Fair at another time. Participation registration is valid for the new time. The Exhibitor
has no right to cancel or make any other claims, nor do they have the right to claim damages from the Organizer.
Cleaning of the Fair space, common rooms and corridors is provided by the Organizer, while the Exhibitor is
obliged to clean the exhibition space.
The parties shall settle all possible disputes between the Exhibitor and the Organizer amicably, and if they fail to do
so, they hereby stipulate the jurisdiction of the court in Zagreb.

By signing and certifying, the Exhibitor confirms that he agrees with the completed Registration Form and the Fair
Exhibition Contract.

________________________________

_____________________________________

Place and date
Exhibitor's stamp and signature

Important!
1. The registration consists of four pages including the Registration Form and the Fair Exhibition Contract.
Upon submission, all the pages must be signed by the person in charge / authorized representative.
2. In addition to the completed and certified Registration Form, the company logo must be delivered in vector
format by e-mail to: info@design-district.net
3. The final deadline for submitting the Registration Form is 15 September 2019.
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